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Specially designed for organizations that are having a difficult time 
working with many banks and managing a myriad of bank accounts, 
PayFlex BIG (Bank Interface Gateway) saves you time and enables 
effective cash flow management with advanced reporting tools.

PayFlex BIG is an integrated platform that allows you to 
manage your income and expenses without  getting lost 
amidst a handful of accounts at different banks. PayFlex BIG 
saves you invaluable time and improves your efficiency.
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Allowing you to monitor all cash payment processes online and in a secure manner, PayFlex BIG 
(Bank Interface Gateway) will help you manage your cash flow from many different banks with 
ultimate ease. 

PayFlex BIG
All bank accounts under control

With PayFlex BIG, you can enjoy the benefits of monitoring all your accounts at different banks 
on a single, consolidated platform. PayFlex BIG further stands out from competition with a 
differentiated offer, thanks to its self-learning, scalable structure and integration with all banks. 
With PayFlex BIG, your personnel will see all cash transactions on a single screen, eliminating the 
hassle to log in to the online banking applications of each and every bank you work with, each and 
every time they want to check the cashflow. 

Work with a self-learning software

Next to expediting your account management, PayFlex BIG helps you acquire many novel 
competencies including more effective control of your finances. PayFlex BIG can;

• Easily integrate into existing ERP, CRM, e-commerce and collection software thanks to its 
special structure, and automatically project bank transactions to these systems;

• Help you view and analyze all realized cash transfers and account information within a given 
time window thanks to its advanced reporting tools;

• Easily display individual cash flows for each client over client management screens;
• Allow you to remotely monitor client & bank-based cash transfers and your organization’s 

total assets on the management screen.

Get more skills under your belt



All banks, single platform 
Your finance personnel  will not have to login to each online banking 
application one-by-one. You can save up invaluable time and assign 
different, critical tasks to these employees with freed-up schedules. 

Account matching  
Banka para transferini gerçekleştiren müşterileriniz otomatik olarak 
PayFlex BIG automatically identifies the client that has transferred 
cash to your account and matches and syncs this client with the 
individual transaction.

Around-the-clock 
The follow-up of your cash transactions are not limited to office hours 
anymore. PayFlex is on-line 24/7 – including statutory holidays – 
recording, processing and matching all cash transfers. 

Preventing user errors 
The automatic follow-up feature of PayFlex BIG prevents unwanted 
user errors. The automation eliminates user-borne errors and ensures 
the accurate and secure processing of critical data. 

Preventing unwanted transactions from scratch 
PayFlex BIG boasts an advanced authorization matrix feature that 
allows you to grant your personnel  varying levels of authority for each 
bank or account. This ensures the proactive elimination of potential 
security risks.

Easy integration 
PayFlex BIG can easily be integrated with your existing ERP, CRM, 
e-commerce and collection software thanks to its specially designed 
structure, and automatically project bank transactions to these 
systems.

Sophisticated reporting tools 
PayFlex BIG platform allows managers to monitor accounts on a real-
time basis over the dashboard. This ensures you to report the ever-
changing financial situation of your organization with the most up-to-
date data and sophisticated criteria.
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Prominent benefits of PayFlex BIG
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Meet other members of 
PayFlex Collection family

PayFlex BIG adheres to a range of modern security standards for the ultimate protection of your 
and your client’s data. Modern security tools and procedures like IP restrictions, 256 bit SSL 
protection protocol, and HSM (Hardware Security Module) promote fortified protection against 
security threats. All new client accounts added to the system are stored in an encrypted 
format and cannot be accessed by any unauthorized personnel including the operations team. 
Role-based user authorization feature can instigate in-house access restrictions for further 
protection. 

PayFlex BIG runs on blue-chip security standards

PayFlex ASA 
(Advanced Sales Assistant):
Enabling you to manage your 
cash and forward transactions 
over the portal next to sales and 
purchases over the POS device, 
PayFlex Advanced Sales Assistant 
paves your way to modern, digital 
retailing. 

PayFlex VMS 
(Value Management Systems):
PayFlex VMS endows you with an 
affordable, easy-to-use solution 
catered for products such as 
electronically issued virtual 
tickets, Pay TV and so forth. VMS 
eliminates printing costs and 
effectuates a reliable platform 
capable of carrying out millions of 
transactions. 


